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A Note on the Fundamental Group of the Salvetti Complex 
Determined by an Oriented Matroid 
RAUL CORDOVIL AND ANT~NIO GUEDES DE OLIVEIRA 
Let M,(d) be the complexification of the complement of the hyperplanes of an arrangement 
ZZI! in IWd. In [13], Salvetti constructed a regular finite CW complex X t I%&-(&) homotopic to 
this space. The definition of this complex is essentially based on the structure of the oriented 
matroid determined by d, and can be extended similarly to other oriented matroids. In this 
note, we prove two theorems related to decompositions of the fundamental group of this 
generalised Salvetti complex. 
1. INTRODUC~.ION 
Let V be a d-dimensional vector space over the real field (w . A hyperplune H is an 
affine subspace of dimension d - 1, and a (real) d-arrangement in V is a finite set 
&4={(H,,..., Z-Z,} of hyperplanes. If we view V as affine space, we call & an afine 
arrangement. In case we do not use this qualifier, we suppose that the hyperplanes are 
vector spaces (in which case 0 E f-j:==, Hi), i.e. that ti is a central arrangement. 
Consider the complement M = M(d) = V\iJ~zl Z-l, of the hyperplanes in .J$ and let 
Mc = M,(d) be its complexification, MC = (C @ V)\tJ~=~ (C @Hi). It fOllOWS from 
work of Milnor [9] that & has the homotopy type of a finite CW complex (for more 
details, see e.g. [11, Proposition 5.11). In fact, an explicit description of such a 
complex, a regular, finite, CW complex A = A(d) homotopic to M,(d), has been 
given by Salvetti [13]. His definition is based on the structure of the oriented matroid 
determined by d ([U]), and can be extended similarly to other (non-realizable) 
oriented matroids (see [2,7]). We consider here this general CW complex. 
In the realizable case, a presentation of the fundamental group nl(Mc(&)) = n,(A) 
was given by Randell [12], by using standard techniques. Salvetti [13], making use of 
the complex A, was also able to reduce the presentation of this group: the arguments 
he used were based on the fact that any two minimal, positive paths in the l-skeleton 
of A with the same endpoints are homotopic (see also [4, Proposition 1.121). 
In a previous paper [3], the first author generalised this property to general oriented 
matroids. Here we prove that, consequently, one may extend Salvetti’s presentation of 
n,(A). Moreover, we prove two theorems related to this group. In the first one, we 
show in particular that, for any (central) arrangement JZ& there exists an affine 
arrangement .rZ* such that nl(A(d)) = n,(A(d*)) x Z. This is a well known conse- 
quence of Milnor’s work [9] (see, e.g., [11, Proposition 5.3]), that we generalise to our 
setup. The second one is again a product theorem: in this case, the decomposition is 
based on the intersection pattern of the hyperplanes, and may be related to the results 
of [lo]. 
Some elementary facts from combinatorial topology that we shall be using can be 
found in the classical book of Seifert and Threlfall [14]. For a survey of recent activity 
in the area of arrangements, see [5-7, 11, 13, 151. We assume a certain familiarity with 
oriented matroid theory; namely, knowledge of the main definitions and results. A 
good reference is [2]. 
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2. THE SALVE~IJ COMPLEX OF AN ORIENTED MATKOID 
In this section we briefly discuss the construction of a finite, regular CW complex 
arising from a given oriented matroid. This construction is basically that of Salvetti in 
[13], and was introduced in this setup in [7]. For the abstract description, see also [ 151. 
Let .&={H,,..., H,,} c V be a real, possibly affine d-arrangement, and consider 
the division of V into cells, which is determined by &. Let 9 = .9(a) be the set of 
these cells, with the order relation given by: F, =S F2 if the closure F2 of the cell F2 
contains F,. Salvetti’s complex arises from this poset, which has a natural generalisa- 
tion within the theory of oriented matroids as a set of covectors [2]: First, suppose that 
0 E ny==, Hi; choose ui I Hi for 1 G i c n. Then 9(a) is isomorphic to the set .JZ of 
covectors of the (simple) oriented matroid of linear dependence of {u,, . . . , u,}. In 
the affine case, a similar situation occurs when we consider the set Z’*, defined as 
follows (cf. [2], where a slightly different definition is introduced): let JU’ be an 
oriented matroid on { 1,2, . . . , n, n + 1); then, let .9* be such that 
JzP x { + } = {v E .9(M) 1 v,+, = +}. 
2* is called an afine set of covecfors of JU = _H’\{n + l}. 
Note that 8* c Z’(A): by definition, the usual order relation defined in the latter set 
induces that of the former. Thus, if either 9 is the set of covectors or an affine set of 
covectors of a (simple) oriented matroids, u s v in 9 means that, for all 1 G i C n, if 
ui # 0 then ui = vi. As usual, we also consider, for X, Y E 9, the element X 0 Y E .Z’, 
where by definition the ith coordinate (X 0 Y); equals Xi if X, f 0, and equals Y 
otherwise. Let 94 be the set of maximal elements of 6p (the regions or tapes of JZ’), and 
consider: 
In V we introduce the following order relation: 
(f,R)s(f’,R’) if f’sf and R=foR’. 
We recall from [13] that the poset %, when related to either a central or an affine 
arrangement ~2 via P(a), is isomorphic to the face poset of a regular CW complex X, 
which is a deformation retract of the space Y = M,(d). Note that, in general, we may 
think of 2 as obtained in the same way, now from a set of pseudohyperplanes instead 
of hyperplanes (see, e.g., [2]). The linearity being lost, however, we present no 
counterpart to the topological space Y. Yet, it is not difficult to see that Ce is still the 
face poset of a finite, regular CW complex K. In fact, we know that the simplicial 
complex of the chains of the poset of the elements of Ce smaller than (f, R) is the 
triangulation of a sphere [2, Ch. 51; by [l], this implies the existence of such a complex 
K. Note that % determines (up to homeomorphism) the space llK[l (the union of the 
cells of K), since the simplicial complex of its chains can be seen as a barycentric 
subdivision of K [l, 21. Thus, we have the following: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let .Z’ be the set of covectors [resp. an affine set of covectors] of a 
simple oriented matroid. The Salvetti complex A(Z) associated with 22 is the finite 
regular CW complex determined (up to a cellular homeomorphism) by the poset 
% = %(9). 
3. THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP n,(A) 
In this section, we shall obtain, again based on work of Salvetti [13], a reduced 
presentation of the fundamental group of the Salvetti complex A of an oriented 
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matroid. As pointed out by himself, Salvetti derives his presentation from (the real 
version) of Theorem 3.3 below, which by [3] generalises to our setup. Hence, in 
general, proofs are identical to those of [13], and will be omitted here. 
We start by considering the graph d = (v, E), the l-skeleton of A. By definition, v’, 
the set of vertices or O-cells of A, might be seen as formed by the topes of 9, v = 9?. 
Let e = (f, T) E 9 x % be an edge of C?‘, e E l?. Then f is maximal below T, and thus 
f = T A T’ for a unique T’. We view e as a directed edge from T to T’. Note there 
exists exactly one other edge with the same endpoints (and opposite direction), 
e’ = (f, T’). Hence, if 9 is the set of covectors of an oriented matroid .4X, then G is 
obtained from the Edmonds-Mandel tope graph by doubling its edges, and a similar 
situation occurs for an affine set of covectors. The topes T and T’ being adjacent 
means that, for some 1 s j c IZ, 7; = -T,! and 7; = T] for i fj. In this case, also 
(T A T’)i = ~ f or i fj and (T A T’)j = 0. If e connects T and T’, we write cut(e) = j 
and say e crosses the hyperplane Hj. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. A (central) arrangement of 3 lines in the plane is depicted in Figure 
1. The set Zof covectors has6 topes: +++, - ++, --+, ---, +--, ++-. 
The Salvetti complex A is formed by 6 2-cells, 12 l-cells and 6 O-cells. The graph c is 
also depicted. In this example, i = cut(eJ = cut(er). 
The standard presentation of n,(A) is based in G, together with the 2-cells of A. 
More precisely, recall that an edge path u in C? is a finite family of signed edges, 
CT = E,e, . e2e2. . . e,e, (e,e{-1, +l},m~O,e,EE), 
where the terminal point of siei (that of ej if ei = +l, or its initial point if E; = - 1) is the 
initial point of ei+,ei+,. In the set of closed edge paths starting in W,, (which, by 
definition, contains the empty word 0), consider the equivalence relation 
(combinatorial homotopy) generated by the following: 
3.2.1 Insert or remove an edge which runs buck and forth ; 
3.2.2 Insert or remove a boundary path of a 2-cell of A. 
Then, the quotient group is nl(A) [14]. 
FIGIJRE 1 
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We call positive (resp. negative] the edge paths u = &,e, . . . &,,,e, with Ed = + 1 [resp. 
.sj = -11 for all i, 1 s i s m. A slight modification of the main result of [3] reads as 
follows (compare with [4,13)]: 
THEOREM 3.3 [3]. Let A be a Salvetti complex. Then any two minimal positive [resp. 
negative] edge paths in A with the same respective endpoints are combinatorially 
homotopic. 
Let W, be the positive tope; by reorientation of ,lip, if necessary we assume 
W, := -W, E 2. Let 5 be a fixed positive edge path running from W, to W,,, 
u=a~a,*+ -a, (we omit the plus sign), and denote by a: the (unique) edge of e 
opposite t0 Ui, for 1 s i s n (see Figure 1). Let 
E;:=a,a,** * a,-,aia’(-a,_J * . . (-4(-a,), l<iGn. 
We shall prove, similar to [13], the following: 
THEOREM 3.4. The set {[ai] 1 i = 1, . . . , n} of the equivalence classes of the closed 
edge paths of form a; (1 G i 6 n) is a generating system of the group z,(A). 
As in [13], the proof of Theorem 3.4 resides essentially in two technical lemmas, 
Lemma 3.5 and 3.6 below, basically Lemma 12 and Corollary 12 of the cited paper, 
respectively. We recall some definitions, although we shall omit the details of the 
proofs. 
Let u be a positive path, u = e1e2. . + e,. Define the word I( u]( recursively as follows: 
(a) Wll = 021; 
@) IId = Ile,e2 * * . emll = el lle2. * * e,ll, if there is in u an even number of indices i 
(including i = 1) such that cut(eJ = cut(e,); 
(c) lldl = lle2 . . . e, I(, otherwise. 
Note that u is a minima1 positive path if llall= 0. Now, let us fix, for every pair 
(T, T’) of vertices of rI?, a minimal positive edge path from T to T’, u(T, T’); then 
u(T, T’))’ is a minimal negative path (from T’ to T). We have: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let u = ele2 . . . e, be a positive path with initial vertex T and terminal 
vertex T’. If ~Iu)] = e;,ei2 . . * e,,, then 
o L- “P;,“Pi,_, * . * “P;,u(T, T’), 
where “f3* denotes the closed path e, . . . es_,ese~(-es_l) . * * (-e,). 
Now, consider a length one path se from T to T’. We define the associated closed 
path 8(&e) := u(WO, T) * &e . u(W,, T’)-‘. It follows from the definitions that the group 
nI(A) is generated by the equivalence classes of the elements of the set 
B = {f?(ee) 1 e E 8, E E (-1, +l}}. 
Note that p( -e) = /3(e)-’ and that, by Theorem 3.3, if u(WO, T) . e is a minimal 
positive path, then /3(e) = 0. From Lemma 3.5 we obtain a formula for the remaining 
paths P(e): 
LEMMA 3.6. Let e E G be a directed edge from T to T’, and suppose that u( W,, T) . e 
is not a minimal positive path. Then 
P(e) = (ai, - * + (Yi,)-‘ak((yi, - ’ * CXj,), 
where k = cut(e) and 1 s i, < i2 < * * . < il < k are the integers for which (T’),, = +. 
Then Theorem 3.4 is now a consequence of the previous Lemma 3.6. 
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EXAMPLE 3.7. Consider, in Figure 1, ij:=ele2e3. Then, by definition, LY~ =e,e:, 
a2 = e,e2ez(-er) and a3 = e,e2e3e3(-e2)(-el). According to Lemma 3.6, /3(ef) = LY,. 
In fact, by using the boundary path of the 2-cell (000. + + +), we know that 
ele2e3 =e6e5e4_ With the boundary of (000, - + +), we obtain e2e3ez =e:eheq. 
Therefore, e6e5e4e4*(-e5)(-e6) q e,e: = LY,. 
Now, we see how we can reduce the number of relations in the presentation of 
n,(A). Suppose, by renumbering the elements of the oriented matroid M(Z) if 
necessary, that in our positive minimal path from W, to W,, CJ = ala2 . * . a,, we have 
Cut (a,)= i for 1 6 i s II. Let a0 = (Y, Y 0 Wo) be a 2-cell of A. We orient a0 and all such 
2-cells so that, if its boundary path starting from the vertex Y 0 W, is 
a(a0) = el * * * cd-em+,) . . . t-h), 
then cut(e,) < cut(e,) < * - - <cut(e,). Define /3(Y)=u(W0,Y~Wo).e,~..e,e~+,... 
e:;, - u( W,, Y 0 W;,)-‘; from Lemma 3.5 we know that 
B(Y) = B(eZJB(eZ-,) . . 1 P(eT). 
Let ij = cut(ej), for 1 G j 6 rn, and define W,! = n(Y 0 Wo) E v, the covector 
obtained from Y 0 W. by reversing the signs of the co-ordinates i, , . . . , ij; the vertices 
of the boundary path a(a) are Yo W,, W; (= Yo W,!) for 16 j <m, and Wl := 
Yo(-Wi-,) for m<j<2m. Uj:=(Y, W,!) (lsj<2m) is a 2-cell of the complex A. 
Let u = u(Wo, Yo W,); by using the boundary path a(~,) of the 2-cell u, in 3.2.2, we 
find /3(Y) = uelefe2,,, * . . em+2eL+2. . ez,,&‘. Now, from &‘(a,,,+,), we have /3(Y) = 
ue,ele, f . * e,+,e,T, ** . e:(-e&-l, and from a(~,), /3(Y) = ue,e:e, . . . e,ezz. . . 
ez(-e,)u-‘. By 3.2.1 and the definition of P(e:), we see /3(Y) = P(eF)ue, ... 
e,eX. . - e:(-e,)u-‘, and therefore, 
B(Y) = B(e:)B(eZJ . . . He:). 
Now, a repeated usage of the same argument eventually yields the following m - 1 
relations R(Y): 
=. . .S P(eZ-d. . . BWXWG). 
Such a relation will also be denoted explicitly by [P(ez), . . , /3(er)]. Note that, by 
construction, these relations already define the group n,(A) [14]; but they are 
redundant, as we may see below. 
In fact, consider any two 2-cells p := (Y, Yo W,) and p’ := (Y’, Y’o W,), for which Y 
and Y’ have the same zero coordinates. Note that those zero coordinates form a line 
(a flat of rank 2) of the underlying matroid M(Z). From Lemma 3.5 it follows that 
there exists a path 6, for which 
u(W,, Yo W,)U(Y~W,, Y’oM$)= 6 * U(W{J, Y’o W,). 
Now consider the boundary paths, starting respectively in Yo W. and Y’ 0 K$, 
d(p) = e, 3 . . e,(-e,+I) - . - (-e,,) and d(p’) = e; . . . eL(-e;,,) + 1 . (-e&J; it is not 
difficult to see that for all i with 1 s i dm, /3((e:)*) = S . P(ej) . a-‘, and then 
#8(Y’) = 6 * /3(Y). 6-l. H ence, the two corresponding relations are consequences of 
each other. 
We have then proved the following theorem, generalising a result of Salvetti [13] 
(compare with [ 121): 
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THEOREM 3.8. The group JC,(A(X)) admits a presentation with exactly one generator 
for each rank 1 element of the underlying matroid M(Z), and exactly m - 1 refations for 
each rank 2 fZat of size m of the same matroid. 
4. Two PRODUCT THEOREMS 
In this section, we obtain two theorems where the group n,(A) is shown as a direct 
product of subgroups. Like Randell in [12], we shall concentrate in the rank 3 case, 
according to Theorem 4.1 below. 
In fact, a generalisation to this setting of the Lefschetz-Zariski theorem in [8] is 
possible, as a consequence of Theorem 3.8. Suppose that a set of covectors 9’ is 
obtained by the intersection with a generic 3-space from 9, another set of covectors 
with rank(A(z)) > 3: that is, A’(Y) has rank 3 and .&(z) admits an extension .M’ by 
a set X of points in general position such that .&‘(.Y) = MIX. This definition extends 
in a natural way to an affine set of covectors. We have: 
THEOREM 4.1. Given a set [resp. an afine set] of covectors 9 with rank(.M(T)) a 3, 
there is a set [resp. an afine set] of covectors .Y such that rank(M(Y)) = 3 and 
n~(A(z)) = n,(A(z’)). 
PROOF. Just let 9’ be obtained from 2 by the intersection with a generic 3-space 
and note that 9’ c 9. The result now follows from Theorem 3.8. 0 
From now on, we consider only oriented matroids with rank smaller than or equal to 
3. Rank 3 [resp. rank 21 oriented matroids are represented by 3-arrangements [resp. 
2-arrangements] of pseudolines in real projective space RP2, and affine sets of 
covectors are represented by affine arrangements in real affine plane [2, Ch. 61. We 
view IWP, as a closed disc s where opposite points of the boundary circle a(a) are 
identified, and the real affine plane as B = B\d(B). For such an arrangement 
&= {P,, Pz,. . . ) P, }, respectively in IR P2 = R P,(B) or in B, with associated Salvetti 
complex A, call an S-presentation of the fundamental group x,(A) a presentation 
nl(A)= (a,, cu,, . . . , cu,;R,, R2,. . . , R,) as defined in Theorem 3.8, where the 
ordering (Y,, m2, . . . , a;, of the generators of the group corresponds to a fixed shelling 
order of the pseudolines in d. Note that, if I c { 1, 2, . . . , n} and .#’ = {e ( i E I}, 
then the order induced in d’ by such an order is still of the same type. Then, we obtain 
from the S-presentation above (after a simplification) the following S-presentation of 
A’ = A(d’): x,(A’) = (a,, a2, . . . , an; RI, R2, . . . , R,, ~j = e, j $ I). This is clearly a 
quotient of the former. 
Now, let d* be an affine arrangement of pseudolines, and let & be the arrangement 
obtained from &* by the addition of the pseudoline at infinity: that is, to the 
representation of .54* in the (open) disc b we add the pseudoline d(B), and then 
project B in RP,(B). We know that in the realisable case nl(A(zZ)) = x,(A(.&*)) X Z 
[ll, Proposition 5.31. We give here a direct proof of this result, which we generalise to 
our setup in Theorem 4.2. As a consequence, we deduce presentations of the group 
rt,(&*) not remarked before. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let & be an afine arrangement of pseudolines, and let s& be the 
arrangement obtained from .&* by the addition of the pseudoline at infinity. Then, 
q(A(.@) = n,(A(&*)) x E. 
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PROOF. Let C be an oriented circle in the open disc B, in the neighbourhood of 
a(B). Let us start from a fixed region W0 adjacent to a(&?), and suppose that C 
successively crosses the pseudolines P,, Pz, . . . , P,- ,. Then P,, Pz, . . . , P,_,, P,, is also 
a shelling order, now of the arrangement ~4. We can complete an S-presentation 
n,(&*)= (cu,, a,?,, . . . , a,_I;Z?1, Rz,. . . , R, ) to an S-presentation of n,(d), say 
nl(&) = ((Y~, al, . . , a,,; R,, R,, . . . , R,, R,+,, , . , R,,), by taking in Theorem 
3.8 relations R(Y) with Y, = 0 or Y,, = + . 
The a-cells of form (Y, R) for such convectors Y, together with all its boundary cells, 
define a subcomplex A’ of A, also viewed as containing as a subcomplex the 2-skeleton 
of A(&*). We leave it to the reader to prove that, for any two closed edge paths u and 
u’ in the l-skeleton of A(sB*), if u = (J’ in A’, then also (T= u’ in A(&*). From this 
fact it follows that x1(&*) is a subgroup of ~,(a). 
Now, let ((Y) be the cyclic subgroup generated by the element (Y = (y, . (Y,_~ . . . a,. 
We claim n,(a) is the direct product of x1(&?*) by this subgroup, which is infinite. In 
fact, N belongs to the centre Z(n,(&)) of this group, since the relations 
[a;l, a;,_,, . . . , a,] hold. Consider the closed edge path u = u(&, -W,,) - u(- H$, W,,) 
of A(&). From Lemma 3.5 we know u ^ I a;, . LY,_, . . . a, = a and we obtain the 
relations above from Theorem 3.3, similarly to the way we obtained the relations of 
form R(Y). Thus, clearly, n,(a) = {cu)n,(.&*), and these are normal subgroups. We 
terminate the proof by showing that no power of (Y belongs to ecu, which implies 
that (a) is infinite and ((Y) n J~~(ss?*) = {e}: in fact, cP = (~2. (an-, . . . CL,)“, for LY, 
commutes with (Y, _ , . . . a,; hence, & belongs to n,(A*) if ai does. But the latter is 
impossible, since the abelianized group of n,(d) is clearly the free abelian group on n 
generators. 0 
REMARK 4.3. T’heorem 4.2 provides presentations of JE,(~*) = n,(A(&*)) which are 
not S-presentations. Indeed, take again ((Y,, m2, . . . , a,-,; R,, R,, . . , R,) and 
( @I, ~2, . . . , a,,; R,, R2, . . . 1 km R,,,, . . , IL), which are assumed as S- 
presentations of JC,(&!*) and n,(a), respectively. Then we may replace the relation 
Rj = R(Y) (i Cm) relative to a covector YE 2’*(&!*) by R(-Y), even if -Y is not a 
covector of sP*(zzZ*) (since (-Y, -) E Z(d)). 
The next product theorem may be related to [lo]. Our combinatorial viewpoint lies 
on the following graph of a matroid: 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let A be a matroid. The connection graph G,-(k) determined by k 
is the graph of vertex set V formed by the points (rank 1 flats) of .M, such that {p, q} is 
an edge if the closure {p, q} contains at least a third point. 
If d is a (central) arrangement, we denote Gc(&(sB)) simply by Gc(&). Note that if 
9’ is obtained from 9 by the intersection with a generic 3-space, then Gc(Z’) = 
G,(Z). If G,(d) . 1s connected, we say that & is a connected arangement. A connected 
component of S& is naturally a subarrangement &‘, where G&S&‘) is a connected 
component of Gc(&). In the following, we prove: 
THEOREM 4.5. Let s4,, . . . , ds be the connected components of a (central arrange- 
ment &. Then 
n,(d) = n,(d,j x . . . x n,(sQ,h 
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LEMMA 4.6. In the conditions of Theorem 4.5, let ( (Y, , . . . , (Y, ; R, , . . , R, ) be un 
S-presentation of n,(a). Suppose a;, a; correspond to two pseudolines in different 
connected components. Then 
lx& = a;&. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.6. We base our proof on induction on (i -j]. 
If Ii -jl = 1, the result follows easily from the definitions. Note that if & is not 
connected, we always find oi, oj with Ii -jl = 1 corresponding to two different 
connected components. 
Now suppose that our lemma holds for every pair cu,., aj, with Ii’ - j’l < m; we show 
that the same holds for a;, aj with j = i + m. We consider the relation Rk in the 
S-presentation determined by e tlq. It may be reduced to the form 
Cui ’ (a;~. ’ ’ * cUi,)-‘aj(~im. . ’ ’ ai,) z (ai,. * ’ * ai,)-l~j((Yi,, . . . Wi,) . ai, 
where 1 < i, < . ..<i,.<jandm’~m. 
If Pi,, and 4 are in different connected components of d, then ~i~,~j ;= ojaim, by the 
induction hypothesis, and we may delete oii,, from the relation Rk. Hence, we suppose 
that &, . . . , Em, are in the same component as 4. But in this case also ~icUi, = cUi,cU,, for 
t=l,. . . , m’, by induction. Hence, we have proved Cuiffj z “joi. Cl 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.5. Let d1 be a connected component of d, and let 
,& = zQ\&, . Consider the S-presentation x,(a) = { LY,, . . . , an; R,, . . . , R,), and 
let, for k = 1, 2, Zk = {i 1 1 G i c n, P: E L&!~}, Jk = {j 1 1 S j s m, Rj is a relation 
determined by a point of a,}. By Lemma 4.6, we also have the following 
S-presentations: ni(&) = (a;, i E &; Rj, j E J,), for k = 1, 2. But it is clear from the 
definitions that ( cui, i E I,; Rj, j E J,) [resp. (Cui, i E 1,; R,, j E J2)] is also a presentation 
of the quotient group nl(&)/jci(.&) [resp. ~c,(&)/n,(&,)], which concludes the proof. 
0 
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